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MIXING SEQUENCES IN HILBERT SPACES

DANIEL BEREND AND VITALY BERGELSON

Abstract. A general setup is provided for theorems of the Blum-Hanson type.

Notions of strongly and weakly mixing sequences of elements in a Hubert space are

defined, and equivalent characterizations are derived. It turns out that many known

generalizations of the Blum-Hanson theorem are special cases of an abstract version

which is also suitable for the nonlinear situation.

Introduction. In [4] the notions of ergodicity, weak mixing, and strong mixing were

defined and studied for sequences of measure preserving transformations of proba-

bility spaces. These notions generalize the classical ones (where a transformation T

is identified with the sequence (T")™=0). It turns out that many results, which are

well known for sequences of powers of a single transformation remain valid in the

sequential setup. For example, a sequence (Tn) is strongly mixing iff

«   k = i N—cc •>X

for every increasing sequence (nk) [4, Theorem 3.1]. This generalizes a characteriza-

tion of strongly mixing transformations given by Blum and Hanson [5]. Also, (Tn) is

weakly mixing iff the aforementioned convergence holds for every sequence (nk) of

positive lower density [4, Theorem 4.1]. This forms a generalization of a result of

Jones [7].

In [1,6,8], results of the Blum-Hanson type were obtained for contractions of

Hubert spaces. In view of [4] the question arises whether these results admit

generalizations to sequences of contractions. In this paper we settle this question in

the affirmative and show that, indeed, much more is true. Namely, one can

satisfactorily define the notions of strong and weak mixing for arbitrary sequences in

Hubert spaces; many results concerning mixing properties of measure preserving

transformations or contractions of Hilbert spaces are special cases of more general

(yet simple enough) properties of mixing sequences of elements in Hilbert spaces.

The above notions can also be studied for more general spaces. However, this is a

more delicate problem already for L ''-spaces, and will be left almost untouched here.

We refer to [2,3,9] for results in more general spaces.

§1 deals with strongly mixing sequences. The results of this section are used in §2

to obtain simplified proofs of generalized versions of some of the results of [1,5,10].

In §3 we study weakly mixing sequences.
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240 DANIEL BEREND AND VITALY BERGELSON

1. Strongly mixing sequences in Hilbert spaces. Throughout the paper, Jf denotes

a Hilbert space and (/„)"=1 a sequence in J/C. We denote by |P| the number of

elements of a finite set P.

Theorem 1.1. Let (/„) be a bounded sequence. Then the following conditions are

equivalent:

(1) For any e > 0 there exists a K = K(e) such that for any gG/ with \\g\\ < 1

there exists a set P ç N with \P\ < Ksuch that

\(T„,g)\>e=>n<EP.

(2) For any e > 0 there exists a K = K(e) such that for any m e N there exists a

set P çzN with \P\< Ksuch that

|(/»./J|>e-«eP.

(3) For any e > 0 there exists an L = L(e) swc/i i/ia?, ///V > L and nY < n2 <  ■ ■ ■

< n N are positive integers, then

N

- E/¡V   ^ J"kN * = i
< e.

(4) For any increasing sequence (nk)

1    N
- E fM   L-i J"k

k = l

0.

Proof. We may assume that ||/„|| < 1 for each n.

(2) =* (3) Let e > 0. Take K = K(e2/2) as in condition (2), L > 2K/e2. If TV > L

and nx< n2< • ■ ■ < nN, then

- E/
A-l «fÍJíWI^K^)

K      e2       ,

<z+y<£
sothatlKl/TVJE^^J^e.

(4) => (1) Suppose (1) does not hold. We can then find e > 0 such that for each

meN  there exists a  gm E Jf  with   ||gj| < 1  and  a  set   Pm Q N such that

l-PJ   -♦    °o and
m-* oo

\(f„,gm)\>e,      n^Pm.

Replacing each Pm by a subset thereof we may assume that for each m all the

numbers (/„, gm), n e Pm, lie in the same quadrant in the complex plane. We have

therefore

(1.1)
1

E/„
ml   neP„

1
l—i    \ f n ' 6 m /

isf.

>
4'
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Notice that it may also be assumed that the sequence (|Pm|)^=1 grows arbitrarily fast

and that max Pm < minPm+1 for each m. It then follows from (1.1), denoting by

(nk) the increasing sequence formed by the elements of U^=1 Pm, that

N

E4
k=\

-» o,
Af—oo

which contradicts (1).

Since the implications (1) => (2) and (3) =» (4) are trivial, this completes the proof.

Definition 1.1. A bounded sequence (/„)"_i in Jif is strongly mixing if it

satisfies any of the conditions (l)-(4) in Theorem 1.1.

2. Applications, (i) Let (X,3&,\l) be a probability space and T a measure

preserving transformation thereof. Denote by U the corresponding isometry of

L2(X, 3S, p). Let /'€ L2(X,38,p) with fxfdp = 0 and (kn) be an increasing

sequence of positive integers. Set /„ = Uk-f. It is easy to see that if T is strongly

mixing, then (/„) satisfies condition (2) of Theorem 1.1. Condition (3) of the

theorem yields now a strengthened version of the Blum-Hanson theorem [5].

(ii) Suppose that (Tn) is a sequence of measure preserving transformations of a

probability space (A', 3d, p). Denote by Jif0 the subspace of L2(X, AS, p) consisting

of those functions / with fxfdfi = 0. One readily verifies that (Tn) is a strongly

mixing sequence (in the sense of [4, Definition 3.2]) iff for every / e Jíf0 the

sequence (Tnf) satisfies condition (2) of Theorem 1.1. This theorem shows therefore

that our notion of strong mixing forms an abstract generalization of the notion of

strong mixing of sequences of measure preserving transformations. As an example

let us mention that if (nk) is any sequence of positive integers, then the sequence

(Tk)oî transformations of [0,1) into itself given by

Tkx = nkx    (modi),       xe[0,l),

is strongly mixing (this follows as a special case from [4, Theorem 5.5]). Hence for

every / e L2[0,1) we have

N

every / e Jf0   the sequence (7^/) is strongly mixing, which easily implies that for

N E/({«**}) - ff(t)dt
k = l W—oo-'n

(this was first proved by Raikov [11]). For generalizations to sequences of epimor-

phisms of compact groups see [4, §5].

(iii) Let ( X, 3S, p) be a a-finite infinite measure space. Call a measure preserving

transformation T strongly mixing if for every A e. 38 with p(A) < oo we have

p(A C\ T~"A)  -»   0. A theorem of Krengel and Suches ton [10, Theorem 4.1] states
n —* oo

that, if 1 < p < oo, then T is strongly mixing iff for every /e Lp(X,3S,p) and

e > 0 there exists an L such that if N > L and nx< n2<

integers, then

< nN are positive

h E T*f < e.
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We shall now show that the theorem extends to the sequential setup. First we need

the following

Definition 2.1. Let (Tn) be a sequence of measure preserving transformations of

a o-finite infinite measure space (X, 38, p). The sequence (Tn) is strongly mixing if

for any A & 38 with p(A) < oo and any e > 0 there exists a K = K(e) such that for

any m g N there exists a set P ç N with \P\ < K such that

p{T-lAOT„'lA)>e=>n^P.

We note that in the terminology of [4, Definition 3.1] the last condition amounts

to saying that the set {(m, n): p(T~lA n T~lA)^ e} is of bounded fibers.

Theorem 2.1. Let (Tn) be a sequence of measure preserving transformations of a

o-finite infinite measure space (X,38,p) and 1 < p < oo. Then (Tn) is strongly

mixing iff for every fG LP(X, 3D, p) and e > 0 there exists an L such that, if N > L

andn1 < n2 <  • • •  < nN are positive integers, then

1    N
— T.TfAT   ^     "kJ
1     k-1

< E.

P

In fact, we readily see that (Tn) is strongly mixing iff every sequence of the form

(TnlA), A g 38 with ¡x(A) < oo, considered as a sequence in L2(X, 38, p), satisfies

condition (2) of Theorem 1.1. The equivalence (2) <=> (3) of that theorem yields

therefore the case p = 2 in our theorem. For arbitrary 1 < p < oo, the "if" part

follows from the case p = 2 employing elementary inequalities, while the proof of

the "only if part follows that of the corresponding part in the Krengel-Sucheston

theorem (see [10, pp. 159-160] and will not be elaborated here.

(iv) Our last application is the following version of a result of Akcoglu-Sucheston

[1] and Jones-Kuftinec [8].

Theorem 2.2. Let T be a contraction of a Hilbert space ¿if. Then the following

conditions are equivalent:

(1 ) T "f -»   0 weakly for every fejiT.
n—>oo

(2) (1/N )£*_ iT"kf -*   0 strongly for every fGJf and increasing sequence (nk).
n—» oo

Proof. Let / g Jif. If (1//V)E£'_17'"«/  -»   0 strongly for every increasing (nk),
N-> 00

then (T"f) satisfies condition (4) of Theorem 1.1, so that using condition (1) there

we see that T"f -*   0 weakly. Thus (2) => (1). On the other hand, if T"f -»  0
n — oo n -» oo

weakly, then one can easily show as in [1] that for any e > 0 there exists a K such

that if \n- m\>K then \(T"'f,T"f)\ < e. This shows that the sequence (T"f)

satisfies condition (2) of Theorem 1.1, whence by (4) there (l/N)'E,k^lTnkf -*  0
n—* oo

strongly for every increasing (nk). Thus (1) => (2). This proves the theorem.
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Notice that we could have avoided employing the inequality from [1] in the last

proof by using dilations, and thus reducing the theorem to the case of unitary

operators.

3. Weakly mixing sequences. In this section we shall deal mainly with weakly

mixing sequences. A few definitions, in particular that of ergodic sequences, are

required first.

Proposition 3.1. Let (/„) be a bounded sequence in a Hilbert space 34A. Then the

following conditions are equivalent:

(1) There exists a sequence (eN) of positive numbers converging to 0 such that

1    N
AA E (/„.g)

n = \

(2)(l/N)L^Jn   -   0 strongly in X.
N->oo

ge^.

The proof is straightforward.

Definition 3.1. A bounded sequence (/„) in a Hilbert space Ji? is ergodic if it

satisfies either one of the two conditions in Proposition 3.1.

Remark 3.1. With this terminology, the last condition in Theorem 2.1 can be

replaced by:

(4') Every subsequence of (/„) is ergodic.

An increasing sequence of positive integers (nk) is of positive lower density if

nk = O(k).

Given a Hilbert space J(?, we denote by Jif its conjugate, namely the space given

by:

(1) As an additive group, Jf is the same as 3^.

(2) Multiplication by a scalar is defined by

X"f=Xf,       \eC,/ejf.

(3) The inner product is defined by

</,*> = (TTg),      Age jr.

For Hilbert spaces JC and X~, we denote by JF® Jf the tensor product of the

spaces and by / ® g the product of / g y? and g g jf.

Theorem 3.1. Let (/„) be a bounded sequence in JC. Then the following conditions

are equivalent:

(l)(l/N2)ZNm,n^lfm,fn)\   -   0.
/v-»oo

(2) For any S, e > 0 there exists an L such that for every N ^ L and m the

inequality \(fmf„)\ > e has at most SN solutions n with 1 < n < TV.

(3) The sequence (f„) is ergodic for every positive lower density sequence (nk).

(4) The sequence (/„ ® /„) is ergodic in Jf® 3V.

(5) For any bounded sequence (gn) in a Hilbert space Jf, the sequence (/„ ® gn) is

ergodic in Jff® JT.
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Proof. (1) =» (3) Let (nk) be of positive lower density. For an appropriately

chosen positive integer C we have nk < Ck for each k. Then

E4
r=i

N 1 CN

= ̂ I     E     (/„,,/„,)  <^i       E       l(/m./J
TV

= c2

'.7=1

1

m, n= 1

C/V

(OV)    m,n = l
E      l(/m,/J|-    0

7V->oo

andsoil/AOE^,/^   -   0.
AT-* oo

(3) => (2) Assume that (2) is not satisfied. Similar to the proof of the implication

(4) =» (1) in Theorem 1.1, we can construct increasing sequences (nk) and (Nj) such

that nN = O(Nj) and

N,

(3.1) lim

y —oo

IE/
J k = l

> 0.

Expand the sequence (nk) by adjoining to it all the multiples of a certain positive

integer d. The resulting sequence is of positive lower density, and from (3.1) it

follows that, provided d is large enough, the corresponding subsequence of (/„) is

nonergodic.

(1) => (5) Let (gn) be a bounded sequence in Jf. Suppose, say, that ||g„|| < 1 for

all n. Then

1
T7  E /„ ® gn

n = \ tf2
E      Um®gmJ»®g«)

m, n = l

i

m, /ï = 1

JV2
E  K/m./JI- o

m, n = l N->oo

whence (/„ ® g„) is ergodic.

(4) => (1) Denote by (•,-),(•,-) and « •, •» the scalar product in Jf, Jf and

3V® 3tP, respectively. Since (/„ ® /„) is ergodic in 3^® Jf we have

1 * 2 1 *
.,?       i—,      \\Im'fn)\ .,t       Zj      v/m>/n/\/m>/n/

m, rt = 1

= é~2  E  «/„ »/„./,«/,»
TV2

/V

/n, n = 1

E/„®/„
n = l

0.
N->oo
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In view of [4, Lemma 4.1] this implies

—2       E       l(/m,/JI     -     0.

The implications (2) => (1) and (5) =» (4) being straightforward, this completes the

proof.

Definition 3.2. A bounded sequence (/„) in a Hilbert space ¿P is weakly mixing

if it satisfies either one of the conditions in Theorem 3.1.

Our results in §2 admit analogues to the case of weak mixing. Before giving an

illustration, we need the following

Definition 3.3. A sequence (Tn) of measure preserving transformations of a

a-finite infinite measure space (X, 38, p) is ergodic (resp. weakly mixing) if for every

/ g L2( X,38,p) the sequence (Tnf) is ergodic (resp. weakly mixing).

It is routinely verified that (Tn) is ergodic (resp. weakly mixing) iff for every

A g 38 with p(A) < oo the sequence (T„1A) is ergodic (resp. weakly mixing) in

L2(X,3S,p). Now for a sequence of the form (T^l^) both ergodicity and weak

mixing are equivalent to the condition

N

-L   £  M(rm-U n t;-U) - o.
N¿ m   „ = , JV-oom, n■

It follows that (Tn) is weakly mixing iff it is ergodic. We now state

Theorem 3.2. Let (Tn) be a sequence of measure preserving transformations of a

a-finite infinite measure space (X,38,p), and 1 <p < oo. Then (Tn) is weakly

mixing iff for every /G Lp(X,38,p) and S, e > 0 there exists an L such that, if

N > L and nk < n2 < ■ ■ ■  < nN < N/S, then

1    N
— T.TfM  ¿-i    "kJ

k = l

< E.

The proof follows that of Theorem 2.1, where we employ Theorem 3.1 instead of

Theorem 1.1.
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